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When This Is Over
Hayden

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE--------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the#
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research.#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#

when this is over -- hayden
everything I long for

c.donnelly@utoronto.ca

you can play this in standard tuning -- but if you re playing
hayden s stuff, you might as well be tuned a whole step down.

       B    G
I wake up beside you in mom s
car I tried to get you
out you re strapped to the
back seat I am too

B G D A
           B       G    D     A
the car is rolling into water why are we
strapped to our seats trapped what did we do
   B         G         D      A        G     D
I cleaned my room just as she asked me to

        B        G
filling up dirty water latches
up going under you re still
asleep baby brother I ll wake you
up when this is over

           B       G    D     A
the car is rolling into water why are we
strapped to our seats trapped what did we do
   B         G          D      A        G     D
I brushed my teeth just as she asked me to

B         B         B         B
ahhhhh!   ahhhhh!   ahhhhh!   ahhhhhhhhhhhh!

        B       G  Gb                     (note: you might want to
this is it baby brother one more          throw in the flat from the
breath together we re al-                 beginning  --  otherwise it
most underwater where is                  sounds as though it s missing
mom I miss her                            something)



           B       G    D     A
the car has rolled into water why are we
dying in this way what did we do
I was nice to him her boyfriend this is true
when people come to search the lake we ll be
found in our pajamas they will see
   B     G       D        A         G     D
a big mistake is all that this must be

B
ahhhhhh


